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Never forget

Republican senators spared Donald Trump a
conviction for his role in the Jan. 6 Capitol attack.
Will history exonerate Trump?

Editorial by Chris Devlin
Next month marks one year since
the Jan. 6 Capitol Riot, when incensed
Trump fanatics attacked the United
States Capitol building in Washington,
D.C., attempting to overturn the 2020
presidential election.
For months leading up to the attack,
Trump spread what has become known
as "the big lie," that he was cheated
out of reelection, a claim for which no
evidence was ever produced. Even a
partisan election audit in Arizona confirmed Joe Biden's victory.
Trump began sowing seeds of doubt
about the election as early as July 2020,
tweeting, "It will be a great embarrassment to the USA."
The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure
Security Agency, part of the Department of Homeland Security, called the
2020 presidential election the "most
secure in American history.”
Following the results, Trump and his
aides wasted no time in spreading their
unfounded claims of fraud and riling
up their base, which culminated in the
Jan. 6 Capitol attack.
As swift as Trump with his bogus
claims, Trump-apologists began their
mission to rewrite history about what
happened during the unprecedented
attack.
Revisionists have claimed that the
rioters were not Trump supporters, but
members of "Antifa" and "Black Lives
Matter," another claim for which there
is no evidence. The most egregious
revisionists, such as Republican Representative Andrew Clyde, dismiss the
attack as a “normal tourist visit.”
Rioters sprayed Capitol police with
pepper spray and fire extinguishers.
They attacked police with bats and
flag poles. They smashed windows and
broke into the Capitol building, waving Confederate flags, chanting “Hang
Mike Pence,” with gallows waiting
outside.
Defendants standing trial for their
role in the Capitol attack testified that
they were following the former-president's orders.
"Fight like hell," Trump told the
crowd at his "Stop the Steal" rally, the
morning of the Jan. 6 attack.
The defense attorney for Proud Boys
member Dominic Pezzola, accused of
smashing a Capitol building window,
told Reuters, “The logical thinking
was, ‘He invited us down,’” referring
to Trump, “the boss of the country.”
Trump told the Proud Boys, a violent far-right extremist group, to "stand
back and stand by" during a debate in
September before the election.
Four participants died during the
riot, including Ashli Babbitt, a Qanon

Washington, D.C. - Jan. 6, 2021: Rioters clash with police while forcing their way into the Capitol building.
Photo by Lev Radin

conspiracy theorist, who was shot by
a Capitol police officer as she was attempting to climb through a window
to access the Speaker’s Lobby, from
where members of Congress were being
evacuated.
After years of demonizing the Black
Lives Matter movement and activists
protesting police violence, dismissing
their calls for justice, Trump and the far
right have attempted to paint Babbitt as
a martyr - a “truly incredible person,”
Trump said.
Early reports that rioters killed Capitol police officer Brian Sicknick with a
fire extinguisher turned out to be wrong.
Sicknick died from strokes – which Jan.
6 revisionists tout as some sort of victory. Chief Medical Examiner Francisco Diaz found that Sicknick suffered
two strokes about 8 hours after rioters

sprayed him with a chemical irritant.
Diaz reported that Sicknick died of
natural causes, but "all that transpired
played a role in his condition.”
Since the attack, four Capitol police
officers have committed suicide.
More Republicans are beginning to
mimic Trump's anti-democratic behavior, spouting unfounded claims of
fraud after losing elections. Why not?
There are no ramifications for this type
of behavior.
After losing the election for
Northampton County executive to incumbent Democrat Lemont McClure,
the Republican candidate took to social media claiming fraud, pointing to
mail-in ballots as the cause of his loss.
“The age of corruption will be coming to an end in Northampton County.
They have no idea who they messed

Rioters fly Trump and Confederate flags at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6. Photo by Lav Redin.

with!” the losing candidate wrote. “I
am invigorated to eviscerate the swamp
creatures in our county and their evil
deeds.”
The Commuter asked the Northampton County elections office if there has
ever been evidence of mail-in ballot voter fraud. “No,” an elections official responded. “There was one accusation of
a fraudulent ballot in a recent election.
It was investigated by the [district attorney’s] office, but no charges were filed.”
The U.S. Senate found Trump not
guilty of inciting the Jan. 6 riot in a
57-43 vote, 10 shy of the two-thirds
majority, or 67 votes, needed for conviction. The vote saw seven Senate
Republicans cross party lines to vote
alongside all 48 Democrats and two
Independents in favor of convicting the
twice-impeached Trump.
Was Trump protected by his party?
Will history exonerate Trump for his
role in the Capitol attack?
For the first time ever, the reliable
International Institute for Democracy
and Electoral Assistance has listed the
U.S. as a “backsliding democracy.”
“A historic turning point came in
2020-21 when former president Donald Trump questioned the legitimacy of
the 2020 election results in the United
States,” the institute’s report says.
It’s not surprising that Trump’s
staunchest supporters deny his involvement in the Jan. 6 attack, but
now, believing themselves to be objective, some of our neighbors, peers
and colleagues are beginning to accept
a “there are two sides to every story”
view of what happened that day at the
Capitol, setting a perfect stage for the
next attack.
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Event planning, budget management and engaging with other students
are just a few of the activities NCC students participate in when they join
the Student Programming Board.
Students on the board may work together to book speakers, comedians
and other types of performers, as well as organize dances or anything else
that can be thought up and given a budget, explained Doug Smith, director of Student Life and Leadership.
“The idea is that a group of students work together to help create programming for the larger student body,” Smith said.
Certain members may work on events specifically associated with either
cultural, novelty or performance, Smith mentioned.
The board was developed about four years ago by NCC staff, who wanted to allow students to have input outside the classroom.
Currently, there is no working board due to lack of interest. NCC’s Student Senate is instead working on the events.
However, the board could reactivate at anytime if students show interest.
“It would be wonderful if it was going,” Smith said. “This is a way for
students to be directly involved in what happens on campus and that is a
part of the mission of our office.”
Students interested in the Student Programming Board should email
studentlife@northampton.edu.
By Jada Yanek
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Longtime staff member concludes tenure at NCC
By John Fox
Longtime NCC staff member Carolyn
Bortz is retiring at the end of the semester
after over 30 years at the college.
She worked in the nursing facility from
1990-95, as an administrator since '95,
and served as the vice president of Academic Affairs since 2015.
“I have no set plans at the moment,”
Bortz said. “I may use the first couple weeks to map out how I spend my
retirement.”
Bortz also talked about spending time
with her family, making travel plans and
is recovering from knee replacement
surgery.
“I have family and grandchildren working in the area, so I am going to spend
some time with them and make future
travel plans.”
She has three grandsons, two in Emmaus and one in Glendale, Arizona.
She also has two sons, one in Hatfield,
Pennsylvania, and one in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina. She has been married to
her husband Ron for 13 years.

Bortz is also considering volunteer work
in a health care setting, such as hospice.
“I’m going to miss the people and great
colleagues from my time at NCC. We’ve
done great work to advance the college
and set the Guided Path framework.”
“Carolyn’s career at NCC has been a
true vocation that’s been punctuated by
extraordinary accomplishment and dedication,” NCC President Mark Erickson
said.
“Her work to guide our Academic Affairs area as vice president for the last
six years while serving as a key leader
of the college on many issues has been
transformative.”
“I’ve enjoyed working in the partnership with Carolyn and have always admired the calming, steady, influence she
brings to discussions and her keen insights and work ethic that has made her
such a positive force at NCC for her entire
20 plus year career. We wish her all the
best in retirement. She will be missed,”
Erickson concluded.
Karen Bearce, associate vice president
for Academic Affairs, will act as interim
vice president.

Supplied photo.

TRANSFER TO DELAWARE VALLEY UNIVERSITY!
WE MAKE THE PROCESS EASY!
At DelVal, we understand transferring colleges can feel daunting.
The good news is that transferring to DelVal is surprisingly
simple. In fact, the Phi Theta Kappa honor society named
DelVal one of the most transfer-friendly schools in the country!
Take the next step to get started on becoming an Aggie!

4 A Small, Caring Learning Community
You’ll learn in small classes taught by caring professors who will know you by name.
4 Real-World, Hands-On Experience
Through our award-winning experiential learning program, 100 percent of
undergraduates gain experience in their fields before graduation. You’ll complete
E360 experiences that are tailored to your major and career goals. These experiences
help our graduates stand out when applying for jobs and graduate school.
4 Generous Financial Aid and Transfer Scholarships.
DelVal transfer students receive a guaranteed scholarship based on GPA.
Our annual, renewable transfer scholarships range from $15,000 to $21,000!
You can also get an additional $1,000 scholarship for being a Phi Theta Kappa
member. Our generous financial aid and scholarships help make sure that you can
focus on your education and your goals and not your finances. The average net cost
for most students is no more than many public school options. Our financial aid
team will personally guide you through the process.

“

“

“

The education I received at DelVal gave me the tools,
confidence and knowledge to be competitive in today’s
corporate job market. DelVal is an outstanding
university and I’m proud to be an alum!

“

AT DELVAL, YOU’LL BENEFIT FROM:

-Matt Riddick ’18, Business Administration, B.S.
Transferred to DelVal from a community college.
4 Community College Agreements
To make the transfer process as easy as possible for students, we have agreements with
many community colleges. These agreements outline the core courses that will transfer
to DelVal so that you don’t have any surprises. Our Core-to-Core agreements help you
make the most of your associate degree and the courses you’ve taken, by paving the way
towards your bachelor’s degree.
4 Flexible Options
We offer a variety of options for students who want to earn a bachelor’s degree. You can
take courses part time or full time! Go at a pace that works for you.

Learn more about transferring to DelVal at delval.edu/transfer or,
connect with a counselor at 215.489.2211 or, admitme@delval.edu.

I can wholeheartedly say that coming to DelVal
is one of the greatest things I’ve ever done.
-Juliet Campbell ’22, Small Animal Science, B.S.

700 E. Butler Ave., Doylestown, PA 18901
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Thwarting microaggressions: a step toward equality
By Noel Hernandez
Director of the Training Institute
at the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT
Community Center Liz Bradbury
met with NCC students to talk
about how the LGBT community
is tormented with minority stress
and struggles to achieve equality.
Bradbury has been an advocate
and organizing for the LGBT
community since 1979. With
more than 40 years of experience,
she is an expert on LGBT issues.
Microaggressions, which the
LGBT community constantly faces, are a subtle and sometimes
unintended form of prejudice. An
example of a microaggression is
telling a gay person they don’t
"look gay."
Bradbury spoke about intersectionality and how that ties in with
the LGBT community. As the
LGBT community struggles regularly to achieve equality, social
categorizations have changed and
the LGBT community has grown
larger.
Gender equality is the LGBT
community's goal, but gender equity is the action taken to ensure
the community can overcome
the social imbalance and reach
equality.
The LGBT community also
goes through minority stress.
Reactions to holding the hand of
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their same-sex partner or repeatedly coming out are examples of
minority stress the LGBT community goes through.
Bradbury brought up certain
issues such as restroom policies
for transgender people and health
insurance for transgender people costing more than cisgender
people. These issues have added minority stress to transgender
people.
“When you have a microaggression netted on you, you don’t forget that,” Bradbury said.
High levels of stress plague
the LGBT community with

microaggressions like having
family members comment on
your sexual orientation.
A 2018 Humans Rights report
found that 67% of LGBT youth
have heard family members make
negative comments about the
LGBT community.
Due to negative comments, 78%
of LGBT youth are not out to their
parents.
Bradbury's method for responding to microaggressions is to point
out the offense, respond honestly
and express her discomfort with
the situation.
She enhances her point by

giving suggestions to the LGBT
community on how they can fight
for their right to be stress-free.
Calling out inappropriate jokes
and challenging institution’s ideals are some things that can be
done to battle microaggressions.
The Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT
Community Center provides an
inclusive space for LGBTQ+ people. Located in Allentown, the
center focuses on the arts, health,
youth as well as supportive services and advocacy.
To learn more about upcoming
events, visit: bradburysullivancenter.org

NCC Public Safety employs new email system for faster action
By Mara Fernandez
Chief ofpublic Safety Keith Morris announced a new email system
has been put in place for the safety
of students at NCC.
Public Safety has reshaped the
way emails are being responded to
and forwarded to officers.
“Back in 2019, we rebranded our
department as a public safety department, as opposed to a security
department in order to better describe Public Safety’s role on campus,” Morris said. “The changing of
the email to Public Safety is part of
that process.”
Morris explained that the

administrative assistant, so that
emails can be properly vetted and
clarified before being sent to the officers,” Morris said.
Morris believes this new change
will bring a more effective and efficient process regarding the safety of
students, staff and the community.
“The main goal of our Public Safety department is to provide a safe
learning and working environment
for our entire campus community,”
Morris said. “We have professionalized our department and believe
changes in the email process security email would go to all offi- in a community-oriented customer
are to ensure completion in their cers. The new Public Safety email service philosophy. We are here to
rebranding.
only goes to the chief of public help any way we can.”
“Previously, any email sent to the safety, the assistant chief and the
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NCC volleyball coach ready to serve up some championships
By Miles Schultheis
Finding one’s passion can be
life's most difficult challenge.
For NCC's head coach of men’s
and women’s volleyball Rachael
Caywood, the answer is found in a
simple spike and score.
“I started playing volleyball when
I was in fifth grade. I continued all
the way through college and became
a coach,” Caywood says.
“Volleyball has stuck with me
because it was a way for me to
express myself and show off my
talents. This was also a great way
for me to connect with my dad as he
was a collegiate volleyball player as
well.”
After graduating from Nazareth
High School, Caywood attended
NCC and played for the Spartans.
Her team was the first to ever
appear in back-to-back national
championships for NCC, in 2015
and 2016.
Caywood earned All-Tournament
honors in 2016. At the same time,
she was discovering her passion for
coaching.
“I knew that I wanted to play
volleyball until I physically
couldn’t anymore,” Caywood
says.
“I still am able to, and play in
adult open leagues, but knew I
wanted to do more and give back.
I wanted to make sure that all girls
like me who wanted to continue
their volleyball career as much as
possible would get that chance. I
knew that becoming a coach was
the best way to do that.”
Caywood had discovered her
passion for coaching at Liberty
University and through club
volleyball.
“I had already been a club
volleyball coach by the time I was

Supplied photo: Caywood (left) with this year's women's volley ball team.

in college," says Caywood.
"I loved to help out with the
younger teams, teach them basic
skills and give them knowledge
and tips I wish I would’ve gotten
when I was their age. So, when I
finished my college career, I knew
I wanted to continue that further. I
continued to coach club volleyball
for all ages, along with coaching
middle school volleyball in the
Lehigh Valley. At that point I had
been coaching for about eight
years,” Caywood says.
This year, Caywood was hired as
the women’s and men’s volleyball
coach at NCC, just five years after
her championship appearance.
She is the youngest head coach

at NCC and has completed her first
season as the women’s volleyball
coach.
She says she learned a lot from
her first season as head coach of the
women’s team that finished with a
record of 3-10.
“This first season as a collegiate
coach has taught me so much about
myself and how to run a program,"
Caywood says.
"I was brought in pretty late
in the season and wasn’t able to
recruit as well as I would’ve hoped
and that definitely taught me a
lesson in recruitment and what it
truly takes to put a team together.
Along with making sure you piece
the right players together in the

right way to make sure everyone is
adjusting and getting along together
as well."
Caywood looks forward to her
future as the volleyball coach and
has championship aspirations for
her future squads.
“For next season, I am looking
forward to piecing together an
amazing team and hopefully giving
these girls the amazing experience
I had by going to the National
Tournament," Caywood says.
"At the end of the day, that
is always the goal. Get the girls
to a championship so they have
memories that will last them a
lifetime."

Spartan sports recap: victories, losses and national awards
By Miles Schultheis
The women’s tennis team went
undefeated in the regular season,
with two victories over Camden
County College, Ocean County
College and RCSJ Gloucester each.
They then defeated Camden in the
finals of the Region 19 playoffs and
won the conference championship.
In the national tournament, the
Spartans finished in fourth place.
Morgan Putvinski finished as the
national runner-up, while Elizabeth
Hozza and Emilee Brewer finished
in third place in doubles.
Putvinski was named to the

NJCAA All-American second team
for the second time in her Spartans
career after her runner up finish in
#4 singles.
The men’s soccer team started
off the year 0-2 but were able to
salvage their season with victories
over Lackawanna College, Montgomery County Community College, Delaware County Community
College, Raritan Valley Community College and Middlesex College
which gave them a record of 6-4-1
to end the season.
Unfortunately for the Spartans,
they were not able to participate
in the playoffs due to a COVID-19

outbreak. Isolation protocols prevented athletes from competing.
Two players from the team received accolades as Hatungimana Salem and Gabe Lawler were
named to the All-Region 19 team
and the All-Conference team as
well. Salem was named EPAC player of the year and Mario Barrantes
was named EPAC coach of the year.
Women’s volleyball got off to a
rough start, dropping eight games
straight. However, they did win
three of their last five games, enroute to a 3-10 record to finish off
the season. Jordan Appleton earned
all-conference and all-region

accolades for her play this season.
The men’s and women’s basketball teams’ seasons are still going.
The women’s basketball team sits
at 5-2, while the men’s team is 6-2.
Both of their seasons end in early
February.
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NCC students share holiday traditions
By Jada Yanek
Christmas is a holiday known to
many, but the enjoyment of it is not always celebrated the same way.
Mara Fernandez’s Hispanic heritage
heavily influences her Christmas traditions, celebrating Christmas Eve at her
parents’ house with her mother, father,
siblings, uncles, aunts, cousins and
their children.
Fernandez’s grandparents, who live
in Puerto Rico, often join the celebration but are staying home this year, due
to the pandemic.
Fernandez’s mother prepares the food,
which includes pasteles, a mixture of
pork, raisins and olives wrapped in
green banana leaves.
The “star dish,” Fernandez says, is
the turkey. Called a “drunk” turkey by
Fernandez, the liquid base is a mixture
of grape juice, beer and wine, along
with apples.
Her family drinks coquito, a traditional Puerto Rican drink that is similar
to eggnog, made with rum. The recipe
is a secret and Fernandez’s mother has
yet to share it with her.
After dinner, Fernandez and her
family usually sing along to Spanish
Christmas music. To do that, Fernandez mentioned, everyone in the family
is required to play a musical instrument
specific to Spanish culture.

Photo by Ekaterina Bolovtsova, Pexels

Afterward, the children open their
gifts, around 10:30 p.m.
Fernandez’s maternal great-grandmother started the Christmas Eve tradition. It was passed to her grandmother
and now her mother.
“I will continue the tradition for my

children in hopes they continue it with
their own kids someday,” Fernandez
says.
Fernandez says it’s important for
her to know where she came from and
what her background is and this tradition helps her do that.

“I think knowing your culture says a
lot about your personality and how you
chose to do certain things,” Fernandez
says. “I enjoy being Hispanic. My culture is very important to me.”
She says from the music to the food,
it’s always a good time with the family.
Growing up, Rebecca Freiday, who is
a combination of French, German, British and Czech, celebrated Christmas
Eve by taking part in church service.
She said that the interior of the church
would be decorated with holiday garland and songs would be sung while
holding candles. Then, she would attend a party at her great-uncle’s house
with her paternal relatives.
Now, Freiday celebrates Christmastime separately with her parents and
then her husband’s family.
Her Polish grandmother-in-law makes
pierogies, a dumpling that she fills with
sauerkraut and minced pork or cottage
cheese and mashed potato.
She also bakes a Hungarian pastry
called kiffles. Which, Freiday says, can
be stuffed with blueberry, cherry or a
nut filling.
“The traditions make me happy, but
they also make me a little sad,” Freiday says whose grandparents and one
of her cousins have died.
“It’s hard to see my family as often,
but the traditions I have are still enjoyable,” Freiday says.

Simple questions? Think again
By Jesus Zaldivar
Do you believe in God? — somebody in the
audience asked Carl Sagan at the end of his lecture in 1994.
What do you mean by the word God? —
the famous astronomer replied. The audience
laughed, perplexed perhaps that he wouldn’t
answer a question as simple as that.
Sagan, an admirer of the magnificent Universe, went ahead and explained that there was
a common belief perpetuating the figure of a
white haired, white bearded, white male sitting
on the clouds. Sagan didn’t believe in that symbol. However – he clarified – if the word God
meant the Laws governing the Universe, then
he was a believer.
Sagan was alluding to the ultimate cause that
determines, for example, if you throw an apple to the air, the apple falls to the floor. If you
place a piece of iron next to a magnetic bar, it
will be attracted or repelled, depending on the
magnet extremity that the iron approaches.
Both gravity and magnetism are examples of
demonstrated laws.
Sagan had just taught us a lesson. We do need
to clarify to ourselves what the question means
before answering.
For example, how many times have you
heard “Are you happy?” thrown at celebrities,
spouses, friends?
Exceptionally the answer is yes: the movie
star who just won an Oscar, the girlfriend who

finally got the diamond ring of her dreams,
the friend who got a Corvette, the secretary
who won the lottery. And so forth.
Happiness is associated with extraordinary
events. The flood of marketing campaigns
in the media made us believe that happiness
depends on things: the shiny Ferrari, the million-dollar home, the influence exerted on
social media.
Caught up in an overwhelming routine,
one forgets that the primary function of a car
is transportation, of a house is lodging – a
shelter from the cold, rain or heat.
Before answering if we are happy, it’s wise
to define what happiness means to us. Perhaps, ultimately happiness is simply the feeling of well-being, brought about by body and
mind working properly, by the satisfaction of
living in the present, while building a better
future. No Oscar, million-dollar home or diamond ring is then a requirement, and cars and
houses are just objects of temporary comfort.
Moreover, in assessing one’s happiness,
life should be put in perspective. Despite all
the extraordinary scientific advances, life at
large remains mysterious.
Indeed, you and I and the king and the
beggar, we all know that the end will come
one day, but nobody knows when. Despite all
the expensive insurance policies and sophisticated mathematical forecasts, uncertainty
reigns.
All we have today is this gift – life – and
it’s up to each of us to do our best with it.

Photo by Jonas Ferlin, Pexels
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'The Power of the Dog': a superb subversion of Southern Gothic
By Jared Larson
Whereas most westerns see how
far they can push brutality, writer-director Jane Campion restrains
her exquisite character drama to examine societal norms and masculinity without a single shot fired.
The film keeps you guessing as
to what is going to happen next, rewarding viewers with a satisfying
ending which will not be spoiled
here.
“The Power of the Dog” stars
Benedict Cumberbatch and Jesse Plemons as brothers, wealthy
ranchers Phil and George Burbank.
Phil Burbank is the commandeering force of the ranch, deeming his
brother too simple-minded and kind
to be left alone.
George Burbank marries widower
Rose Gordon (Kirsten Durst), moving Rose and her son, Peter (Kodi

Smit-McPhee), into their mansion.
Phil Burbank believes Rose has
married George for his wealth.
Phil Burbank resorts to petty torment to make life unbearable for the
Gordons.
The film quickly morphs into a
mystery. The question is not how far
the hot-tempered Phil Burbank will
go to torture (or rid himself of) the
family – but why does he hate them?
Campion hints that Phil Burbank’s inner struggle could be his

film, Campion simultaneously develops characters and makes the
1925 Montana setting nuanced.
Set and costume design are unparalleled with great performances all
around. The film is beautifully photographed, patient and respects that
the audience is watching closely.
From Sergio Leone’s “Once
Upon a Time in America” to Wim
Wenders’ “Paris, Texas,” films
made by international filmmakers
that examine American western life

“Deliver my soul from the sword; my darling from
the power of the dog.” 				
PSALM 22:20
fear of having the family fortune
swiped, masculine or intelligent insecurities or that he is suppressing
his homosexuality.
No time is wasted as these hints
are being woven throughout the

always offer an interesting take.
No different is Campion’s “The
Power of the Dog.” Her great control and knowledge of the craft allows her to utilize genre conventions to her advantage.

Cumberbatch gives a terrifying
portrayal of a damaged man, lashing out at everyone around him.
Plemons and Durst complement
each other’s subdued performances
well (probably due to them being
married in real life). Smit-McPhee
encapsulates the awkward doctoral
student perfectly.
One place where the film falls
short is in the conflict between
the family. The film can be too
simple at times, where some direct conflict would make the story
more engaging without becoming
melodramatic.
For those who like character studies, mysteries and leisurely paced
films with technical precision …
“The Power of the Dog” is for you.
Those who enjoy the film may
also be interested in looking at the
filmography of Kelly Reichardt,
specifically “Meek’s Cutoff.”

'Ghostbusters' reboot, an apparition of the past
By Miles Schultheis
“Ghostbusters: Afterlife” tries to
capture the lightning in a bottle that
was the original film, but relies too
heavily on nostalgia to offer anything new.
This legacy sequel stars Mckenna Grace and Finn Wolfhard as
siblings Phoebe and Trevor, who
inherit a mysterious barn in a rural
town in Oklahoma after their grandfather dies.
They are raised by their single
mother Callie (Carrie Coon), who
was abandoned by their grandfather
and is struggling to pay the bills.
Phoebe is a 12-year-old aspiring
scientist who bonds with her new
teacher, Gary Grooberson, (Paul
Rudd) and her classmate Podcast
(Logan Kim).
After Phoebe discovers
ghost-busting equipment at her
house, she realizes that her grandfather was Egon Spengler, one of the
original Ghostbusters.
This discover leads Phoebe, Podcast, Trevor and Lucky to become
Ghostbusters. Lucky is a girl who
befriends Trevor and is played by
Celeste O’Connor.

A family-friendly blockbuster, "Ghostbusters: Afterlife" is far
from the worst film in the franchise, which doesn't say much.

Photo by Enchanted Fairy

The new Ghostbusters must
take down a modern incarnation
of 1984’s antagonist, Gozer the
Gozerian.
“Afterlife” is a joke heavy movie.
This is both a positive driving force
for the film and its biggest flaw due
to the constant stream of hit-or-miss
jokes. As a result, the film struggles
with tone.
In the world of Ghostbusters, the
team should be more famous than
The Beatles, the pyramids and
sliced bread combined. They went
toe-to-toe with spiritual entities and
an enormous marshmallow man,
saving the world from destruction.

Their fame is something this
movie seems to forget, expecting
us to believe that they would be unknown to the world.
As most films that can be labeled
as “legacy sequels,” it aims to pay
homage to the original film, while
also pleasing new audiences.
This film feels as if it is scared
to break from the original “Ghostbusters,” borrowing Rob Simonsen’s score and Elmer Bernstein’s
original composition without giving them a fresh spin. “Afterlife”
reuses many moments, lines and
even shows clips directly from the
original.

The film’s fun atmosphere is built
upon the original and would crumble without its references.
Though much of the humor
doesn’t land, Paul Rudd’s character
receives the bulk of the laughs as he
exhibits the relatability and surreal
charm that he is known for.
The film is directed by Jason Reitman, son of Ivan Reitman, director
of the first film. Lacking a unique
voice, Jason Reitman should have
taken more chances.
Thematically, the film explores
finding one’s self and discovering
one's passion, as well as teamwork.
Although the film takes an unimaginative, safe, surface-level approach
the aim is achieved, satisfactorily
nevertheless
“Afterlife” succumbs to the common crutch plaguing contemporary
blockbusters – the cookie-cutter,
CGI-heavy third act.
The film has many fun moments
and likable characters thrown into
familiar situations for blockbuster
filmmaking. “Afterlife” struggles
to stand on its own and isn’t much
other than a popcorn flick.
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Christmas in Pembroke
A look at the festive atmosphere in the northeast Bethlehem neighborhood

Photos by Mara Fernandez
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Mara's Mom Moments

Farewell

By Mara Fernandez

I can’t believe it’s already December. It is almost Christmas. Who has
started Christmas shopping? Me
neither!
I'm dedicating this final column
to everyone who has tuned in. Yes,
I said that correctly, this will be my
last column with The Commuter.
I am in my final semester at NCC
and will be graduating sometime in
January. I have had such an amazing
time with this column from sharing
my experiences with everyone to
providing tips.
After graduating from NCC, my
hope is to transfer to Penn State Lehigh Valley and shoot for a Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism. I have
friends there who have said great
things about the school's programs,
and I hope to join them.
During this column’s run, I have
not only been able to talk about the

trials and tribulations of being a
mom, but also express my experiences as a mom in school. Straight
out of high school, my hope was to
go to college and become a teacher, but God had other plans in store
for me. I took some time off, many
years to be exact, to be a mother.
Being a new mom was very difficult for me, I was alone most of the
time and tried to fight my depression on my own.
My postpartum depression is
what led me to writing. I went to
therapy and my therapist gave me a
journal to write about how my day
went. Sometimes, all I wrote was
one sentence, other times I would
fill pages, but regardless, expressing myself through writing is what
got me through some of my darkest
times.
That's when I knew I had been

wrong about my previous career
choice. At that moment, I decided I
wanted to go back to school.
Between working full-time, going to school and handling my mom
duties, it has been far from easy. It
was tough, but not impossible and I
have been able to encourage two of
my friends, who are also moms, to
do the same.
I hope to one day turn this mom
column into something bigger than
what it is currently, but I am forever grateful for this opportunity. The
skills I gained and the knowledge I
am taking with me is more than I
could ever ask for.
A huge shout-out goes to my editor, Chris Devlin, who has bent
over backward to make sure this
mom column has been a success.
Until next time, maybe sooner
than later.

If you are interested in becoming involved with The Commuter,
please contact us at thecommuter@northampton.edu
We are always welcoming submissions of all kinds, photos, opinion letters, comics, or anything else that you
think the NCC community must be aware of. Thanks for reading, and we look forward to hearing from you!

